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Stand alone M35080 Eeprom eraser 

with auto-detect.

It can erase the whole Eeprom including 

the 16 incremental registers.

It works on 35080 Eeprom starting from 

the first generation until the last one, 

including 35160.

In this way Eeprom can be programmed 

for countless times.

SUPPORTED 
EEPROM 

• M35080
• M35080-3
• M35080-6
• M35080V6
• M35080VP
• 080D0WQ
• M35160
• 160D0WQ

>

The kit includes:

1. Erasing base module;
2. 8 pins test clip;
3. Power supply 220w/12v.

Eeprom
model

Erasing 
time

M35080

M35080-3

M35080-6

about 1 second

M35080V6

M35080VP

080D0WQ

M35160

160D0WQ

about 8 seconds

How the spy leds works and related operations:

Leds Operation

Waiting for memory plugging

Erasing 

Memory erased

Defective memory *

= fixed light

= flashing light

* If the leds alternatively flash then the 

eeprom memory 35080 or 35160 is defective.
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ERASING INSTRUCTIONS
To erase the 35080/160 Eeprom, it must follow the procedure below:

1. Connect the clip to the eraser;

2. Switch on the eraser connecting it to its power supply;

3. The red LED must be always on;

4. Clip the Eeprom; the red LED will start to flash. When the Eeprom will become empty, the red 

LED will switch off, while the green one will be on. 

If after twenty seconds the red LED is still flashing, it could be caused by one of these problems:

1. The Eeprom is not connected as well: try to clip it again;

2. The Eeprom is dirty: it has to be cleaned with some solvent;

3. The Eeprom is damaged: it has to be replaced;

4. The Eeprom is defective;

5. The Eeprom has been clipped on the wrong side: turn it and clip it in the correct way.

>

When an Eeprom is erased, it’s possible to erase a 

new one without switching off the eraser; all you 

have to do is clip the new Eeprom. The eraser will 

automatically detect it.

The Eeprom is suddenly erased af-

ter being clipped, without asking 

any authorization. 

To previously save the content 

you should do it before clipping it, 

using a Eeprom programmer for 

35080/160, such as our 

EECLIP with SEP-EE35 clip.

WARNING
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